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FOLLOWING IS PRELIMINARY CIA/OCI ANALYSIS OF EAST GERMAN RESTRICTIONS ON TRAVEL TO WEST BERLIN:

ON 13 AUGUST THE EAST GERMAN REGIME ANNOUNCED AND PUT INTO EFFECT A SERIES OF DECREES INTRODUCING SEVERE NEW CONTROL MEASURES DESIGNED TO STOP IMMEDIATELY THE FLOW OF REFUGEES TO WEST BERLIN AND WEST GERMANY. THESE STEPS WERE ANNOUNCED BY THE EAST GERMANS AS HAVING BEEN TAKEN IN RESPONSE TO A PROPOSAL BY THE WARSAW PACT NATIONS, PUBLISHED ON 13 AUGUST, WHICH IN EFFECT CALLED UPON THE EAST GERMAN REGIME TO INTRODUCE EFFECTIVE CONTROLS AROUND WEST BERLIN; IT IS HIGHLY UNUSUAL FOR THE WARSAW PACT TO DEVOTE ITS ATTENTION TO
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THE SPECIFIC DOMESTIC PROBLEMS OF A MEMBER NATION.

According to the new decrees special police permits, obtainable from local police offices, will be required for all East Germans and East Berliners who want to go to West Berlin and these permits will have to be presented at one of 13 specified sector crossing points between East and West Berlin. Approximately 90 percent of the East German refugees in recent weeks have crossed into West Berlin over the sector border. It was also decreed that all East Berliners and East Germans working in West Berlin could no longer continue to work there.

The decrees are very specific in making clear that there are no changes in the existing regulations affecting the transit rights of the three Western powers between West Germany and East Berlin, of West Germans travelling between West Germany and West Berlin, and of West Germans and West Berliners travelling to East Berlin and East Germany.

The announcement of the new decrees is bound to increase the already high popular tensions in East Germany which are reflected in the abnormally large refugee figures for 11 August of over 2,300 and for 12 August of over 2,400. If, as seems likely,
THE NEW CONTROLS ARE RIGOROUSLY ENFORCED, THE LIKELIHOOD IS SHARPLY INCREASED OF SPONTANEOUS OUTBREAKS IN EAST BERLIN AND EAST GERMANY OF LOCAL DISTURBANCES SUCH AS STRIKES, RIOTS AND ANTI-REGIME ACTIVITIES. (SECRET)